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Oxford 3000 wordlist 

Verbs Nouns Adjectives Adverbs 
ability able ably 

absolute absolutely 
accept acceptable acceptably 

accident accidental accidentally 
achieve achievement 
acknowledge acknowledgment 
act action, activity active actively 
Verbs Nouns Adjectives Adverbs 

actual actually 
add addition additional additionally 

adequacy adequate adequately 
admire admiration admirable 

adventure adventurous adventurously 
advise advice 
agree agreement agreeable agreeably 
ally ally, alliance allied 

alphabet alphabetical alphabetically 
alternative alternative alternatively 

amaze amazement amazing, 
amazed 

amazingly 

amuse amusement amusing, 
amused 

amusingly 

anger anger angry angrily 
annoy annoyance annoying, 

annoyed 
annoyingly 

annual annually 
anxiety anxious anxiously 

appear appearance apparent apparently 
apply application applicable 
appoint appointment appointed 
approve approval approving 

proximity approximate approximately 
argue argument argumentative 
arrange arrangement arranged 
arrive arrival 

artificial artificially 
assist assistance assisted 
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associate association, 
associate 

associated  

attach attachment attached  
attract attraction attractive attractively 
automate  automatic automatically 
  awful awfully 
base base, basis basic basically 
 beauty beautiful beautifully 
begin beginning   
behave behaviour   
believe belief believable believably 
  bitter bitterly 
  blank blankly 
boil  boiling  
bore boredom boring, bored  
 bravery brave bravely 
Verbs Nouns Adjectives Adverbs 
  brief briefly 
brighten brightness bright brightly 
 brilliance brilliant brilliantly 
broaden breadth broad broadly 
buy buyer   
 calmness calm calmly 
care care careful carefully 
 caution cautious cautiously 
celebrate celebration celebratory  
 certainty certain certainly 
cheapen cheapness cheap cheaply 
 child childish childishly 
choose choice choosy choosily 
 cold cold coldly 
collect collection collective collectively 
colour colour coloured, 

colourful 
colourfully 

comfort comfort comfortable comfortably 
communicate communication   
compare comparison comparative comparatively 
compete competition competitive competitively 
complete completion complete completely 
concern concern concerned  
conclude conclusion concluded,  
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conclusive 

confide confidence confident confidently 
confuse confusion confusing, 

confused 
confusingly 

consider consideration considerable considerably 
  constant constantly 
construct construction constructive constructively 
continue continuance, 

continuity 
continuous continually 

contrast contrast contrasting contrastingly 
contribute contribution   
correct correction correct correctly 
crack crack cracked  
criticise critic, criticism critical critically 
 curiosity curious curiously 
endanger danger dangerous dangerously 
decorate decoration decorative decoratively 
define definition definite definitely 
deliberate deliberation deliberate deliberately 
delight delight delighted, 

delightful 
delightfully 

deliver delivery deliverable  
Verbs Nouns Adjectives Adverbs 
demand demand demanding demandingly 
describe description descriptive descriptively 
depress depression depressing, 

depressed 
depressingly 

describe description descriptive descriptively 
desert desert deserted  
despair desperation desperate desperately 
detail detail detailed  
determine determination determined determinedly 
devote devotion devoted devotedly 
differ difference different differently 
direct direction direct directly 
disappoint disappointment disappointing disappointingly 
disapprove disapproval disapproving disapprovingly 
discover discovery discovered  
discuss discussion discursive  
disgust disgust disgusting, 

disgusted 
disgustingly 

disturb disturbance disturbing, 
disturbed 

disturbingly 
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dramatize drama dramatic dramatically 
dress dress dressed  
ease ease easy easily 
 east eastern easterly 
economise economy economic economically 
educate education educated  
affect effect effective effectively 
electrify electricity electric,  
  electrical, electrically, 
  electronic, electronically, 
  electrifying electrifyingly 
 elegance elegant elegantly 
embarrass embarrassment embarrassing, 

embarrassed 
embarrassingly 

employ employee, 
employer, 
employment 

employed  

encourage encouragement encouraging encouragingly 
engage engagement engaged  
enjoy enjoyment enjoyable enjoyably 
entertain entertainer, 

entertainment 
entertaining entertainingly 

enthuse enthusiasm enthusiastic enthusiastically 
 entirety entire entirely 
 environment environmental environmentally 
equal equal equal equally 
Verbs Nouns Adjectives Adverbs 
 essence essential essentially 
 exactness exact exactly 
exaggerate exaggeration exaggerated exaggeratedly 
excite excitement exciting, excited excitingly, excitedly 
expect expectation expected expectedly 
experience experience experienced  
explain explanation explanative  
express expression expressive expressively 
extend extension extensive extensively 
 extreme extreme extremely 
 faith faithful faithfully 
 fame famous famously 
 fashion fashionable fashionably 
 final final finally 
finance finance financial financially 
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finish finish finished, final  
 firm firm firm, firmly 
fly fly, flying, flight flying  
follow follow, following following  
forget  forgetful forgetfully 
form form formal formally 
 fortune fortunate fortunately 
free freedom free freely 
frighten fright frightening frighteningly 
 generosity generous generously 
 gentleness gentle gently 
 gold gold, golden  
grade grade gradual gradually 
 gratitude grateful gratefully 
 happiness happy happily 
harm harm harmful harmfully 
hate hate, hatred hateful hatefully 
help help helpful helpfully 
 history historical historically 
 honesty honest honestly 
hope hope hopeful hopefully 
 humour humorous humorously 
 ideal ideal ideally 
 illegality illegal illegally 
imagine image, imagination imaginary  
 importance important importantly 
Verbs Nouns Adjectives Adverbs 
impress impression impressive, 

impressed 
impressively 

increase increase  increasingly 
 independence independent independently 
infect infection infected infectious 
 initial initial initially 
insult insult insulting insulting 
 intelligence intelligent intelligently 
intend intention intended intentionally 
interest interest interested, 

interesting 
interestingly 

irritate irritation irritating, irritated irritatingly 
 jealousy jealous jealously 
 joint joint jointly 
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justify justice just justly 
kind, kindness kind kindly 

knit knitting knitted 
lead lead leading 
legalise legality legal legally 
license licence licenced 
limit limit limited 
live life living lively 
localise locality local locally 
locate location located 

logic logical logically 
luck lucky luckily 

match match matching 
miss miss missing 
mistake mistake mistaken mistakenly 
mix mixture mixed 
move move, movement moving 

music musical musically 
mystery mysterious mysteriously 
nature natural naturally 
necessity necessary necessarily 
nerve nervous nervously 
noise noisy noisily 
normal normal normally 
north north, northern north, northerly 

notice notice noticeable noticeably 
object object, objective objective objectively 

occasion occasional occasionally 
occupy occupied 
Verbs Nouns Adjectives Adverbs 
offend offence offensive offensively 

pain painful painfully 
peace peaceful peacefully 

perfect perfection perfect perfectly 
please pleasure pleasant, 

pleasing, pleased 
pleasantly 

point point pointed 
poison poison poisonous 

possibility possible possibly 
potential potential potentially 

present present present 
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pride proud proudly 
profession professional professionally 

qualify qualification qualified 
rare rarely 

reason reasonable reasonably 
regionalise region regional regionally 

regular regularly 
remark remark remarkable remarkably 
rent rent rented 
repeat repeated repeatedly 

responsibility responsible responsibly 
restrict restriction restricted 
retire retirement retired 
ruin ruin ruined 

sadness sad sadly 
satisfy satisfaction satisfied, 

satisfying 
satisfyingly 

scare scare scared 
science scientific scientifically 
secret secret secretly 
sense sensible sensibly 

separate separation separate, 
separated 

separately 

severity severe severely 
shock shock shocked, 

shocking 
shockingly 

signify significance significant significantly 
similarity similar similarly 
sincerity sincere sincerely 
skill skilful, skilled skilfully 
south southern southerly 
specialist special specially 

specify specific specifically 
stranger strange strangely 

Verbs Nouns Adjectives Adverbs 
strengthen strength strong strongly 

substance substantial substantially 
succeed success successful successfully 
surprise surprise surprised, 

surprising 
surprisingly 

suspect suspect suspicious suspiciously 
sweeten sweet sweet sweetly 
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sympathise sympathy sympathetic sympathetically 
thicken thickness thick thickly 
threaten threat threatening 
tighten tightness tight tightly 

total, totality total totally 
tradition traditional traditionally 

type type typical typically 
usual usually 

violence violent violently 
waste waste waste 
welcome welcome welcome 

west western westerly 
wisdom wise wisely 

worry worry worried, worrying worryingly 
wound wound wounded 
write writing written 
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